SWING

TM

Geometry at play

SWING – STRONG, SOFT
AND STYLISH
TM

Swing affects the senses and leaves you with the impression of a beautiful and functional fabric that
catches the eye with its lively surface and the depth of its geometric pattern, while your fingers can
appreciate its softness and lightness and the tightly woven structure.
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Good upholstery qualities
Classic vibrant geometric structure
Suited to both contract and the home market
Macro-structure with depth and an elegant
matte finish
Carries
the Oeko-Tex health label

Swing is inspired by the world of handicrafts, where an artist shapes and creates a work with tiny irregularities and a unique
identity. In the same way Swing with its combination of New Zealand wool and recycled polyester and its geometric structure
creates a wonderful, living impression. An impression in line with today’s trends, where uniqueness is the goal, and where
small imperfections are precisely what makes the impression perfect.
The special combination of materials creates a functional, strong fabric with good upholstery qualities, just as the fabric appears
as soft and inviting. The softness and the inviting colours make the fabric ideally suited to use both in public and private areas.
Colours bursting with optimism
The palette of available colours is just as light and lively as Swing’s geometric impression. The palette consists of 29 colours
that range from the classic to the really lively colours that radiate freshness and optimism. The colours are beautiful and useful
combinations of two shades that on close inspection bring out the structure, and at a distance create the light, lively surface.

